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We are pleased to announce that the fifth

annual session of our conference, HIMUN V,
will be held at Hsinchu International School

from March 20th to 21st, 2021. 
 

This year, our honourable keynote speaker
will be Dr. Kuan Yu Chiang. Based in Taipei,
Taiwan, Dr. Chiang has long dedicated his

professional life to providing Taiwan a voice
on the international medical platform,

advocating towards organisations such as
the ICRC and the WHO and recently
establishing the new Global Health

Diplomacy conference.
 

We look forward to serving all participants
and providing them with memorable

experiences by making our fifth annual
conference another success!

 

Welcome to HIMUN V!
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HIMUN V Keynote Speaker:
 

Dr. Kuan Yu Chiang

 

The United Nations World Health Organization (WHO) and its
annual  World Health Assembly (WHA) are the current largest
and most extensive platforms on the global  health agenda,  and
in the recent playout of  i ts  handling of  the coronavirus
pandemic,  Taiwan has displayed an utmost respect for  medical
innovation and its  t ie- ins with public  and foreign pol icy
despite its  not having a concrete vis ion or  voice on the
international  stage.  Taiwan has been unable to part icipate in
the World Health Assembly s ince 2017 due to a confl ict  of
pol icy interest  amongst member nations.
 



In the eyes of  i ts  23 mil l ion cit izens,  Taiwan has been
participating in public  health matters  from the s idel ines ,  and
several  pol icy groups have sprung up to advocate for  change to
let  Taiwan contribute with its  exemplary health insurance and
its  experience in combating COVID-19.  One such group is  led by
our honourable keynote speaker ,  Dr .  Kuan Yu Chiang (姜冠宇醫師 ) .

Based in Taipei ,  Taiwan,  Dr .  Chiang has long dedicated his
professional  l i fe  to providing Taiwan a voice on the international
medical  platform, advocating towards organisations such as the
ICRC and the WHO and recently  establ ishing the new Taiwan
Association for  Global  Health Diplomacy.  The Taiwan Association
for  Global  Health Diplomacy,  founded in Fal l  2019,  is  an NGO
operated by young entrepreneurs special is ing in f ields such as
medicine and healthcare,  foreign diplomacy,  business
marketing,  graphic design,  biomedical  research,  language
translation,  and media management.  Spearheaded by Dr .
Chiang,  who is  a  ret ired resident hospital  doctor ,  the team
focuses on tackl ing the pert inent medical  issues and promoting
foreign pol icy in terms of  Taiwan's  involvement on the
international  healthcare platform.

To learn more,  v is it  the off icial  website for  the Taiwan
Association for  Global  Health Diplomacy:

https : / /taiwanaghd.wordpress .com/



 
Greetings to all of HIMUN V participants! 

My name is Dabin Kim, and I'm a senior from Hsinchu International
School. It is my greatest pleasure to be serving as your Secretary-General
in HIMUN V. 

I started my MUN journey when I was in eighth grade and have
participated in many conferences around Taiwan since then. Before
joining MUN, I never paid attention to any current events and was
unfamiliar with international news. However, after joining MUN, I
learned that we could spread awareness for current social, political, and
economic issues, and understand their importance by discussing and
sharing our insights. Even though we cannot influence the world
directly, we can change our views and pay more attention to current
events, and from there, inspire concrete action and change. MUN has
also encouraged me to make more diverse friends across the world. If I
hadn't joined MUN, I would never have imagined that I would make
lifelong friends in two days. I had my first chairing experience in HIMUN
III and worked as an Under-Secretary-General of Administration in
HIMUN IV. All of those experiences were unforgettable and life-learning
lessons. So, I hope everyone can experience something significant from
HIMUN V. Besides MUN, I enjoy playing volleyball, reading, and watching
Netflix or movies. As your SG this year, I look forward to making this
conference memorable for every participant, no matter your role in this
conference. I hope HIMUN V will be an unforgettable experience for all
of us, and I look forward to meeting you all!

 
 

 
Hello, and welcome to HIMUN V! I’m Wilson Tang, and I’m currently studying
at Hsinchu International School as a junior. I am beyond honored to be serving
as your Deputy Secretary-General for HIMUN V. Since joining MUN in 7th
grade, I’ve attended numerous conferences, as a delegate and a chair. HIMUN
conferences have always been memorable for me-- HIMUN I served as my first
MUN conference, HIMUN II was the first conference where I represented a P5
nation, and HIMUN III marked my first time representing an observer state.
HIMUN V will be my first time serving in the secretariat and I hope to present
to you the best MUN experience possible!

MUN has played a pivotal role in helping me with public speaking. Although
many may argue that MUN doesn’t really bring concrete change, I personally
see MUN conferences as new opportunities for one to learn the art of debate
and negotiate terms until an unanimous consensus is reached. It allows us to,
most importantly, take part in solving international crises as young adults.  

No matter if you’re an admin, delegate, or press team member, HIMUN V will
be able to open your mind. What’s most important is that every participant
will see how they have grown as a person after the conference. My view is
simply to have delegates be proactive in solving global issues and speak up,
whether it’s just a single POI, speech, or amendment. With that being said, I
look forward to meeting you all! 

 
 

Secretariat Team
Secretary General: Dabin Kim

 

Deputy Secretary-General: Yuk Siong Wilson Tang



 
Welcome to HIMUN V! My name is Tyler Edwards, I am 17 years old, and I
am currently a senior studying at Hsinchu International School, and I will
be serving as your Deputy Secretary-General this year. 

I’ve been in MUN since the beginning of seventh grade, joining the club to
help my public speaking ability and to have something to do. Before MUN,
I had no real interest in world events and had little interest in debate as a
whole, but something about my first conference lit a spark of curiosity in
me. The more I participated in MUN, the more I began to realize how
fascinating politics could be, and how vital it was that I expose myself to
the rest of the world. I’ve attended roughly 17 conferences throughout
middle and high school, and each one has opened my eyes to new global
issues and new perspectives, whilst also allowing me to develop in public
speaking and debate. Further, I have made lifelong friends by participating
in MUN, and have become both more confident and more articulate. 

I hope that HIMUN V has the same lasting impact on everyone that attends
as MUN has had on me, and inspires some of you to become more worldly
in general. I look forward to seeing delegates pushing themselves to
develop creative solutions and debate to refine resolutions to be the best
that they can be, and I cannot wait to meet you all! See you soon!

 
Welcome to HIMUN V! My name is Jaida Dean, a sophomore at Hsinchu
International School. It is an absolute honor for me to serve as your
Under-Secretary-General of Administration at this year’s HIMUN V
conference. My job in administrations is to organize the logistics of the
conference to help ensure that the conference as a whole is well planned
and runs smoothly in order to create an atmosphere for the best
performance from all participants. 

I started my MUN career in the 7th grade in hopes of improving my public
speaking as well as my debating skills. Needless to say, after just one
conference, I realized that I had been completely mistaken about what
the purpose of MUN was. MUN is not a one time conference where you
debate on world issues and create comprehensive resolutions. In fact,
MUN is a chance for you to make an impact in our current world, for you
to help broaden your knowledge of the world, for you to become
problem solvers and critical thinkers. I have attended 15 conferences in
my four years of MUN. Through these conferences, I have been able to
meet some of the brightest, most engaged people, exercise my public
speaking skills as well as stay informed on pressing world issues.  

With that being said, I genuinely hope to create a memorable conference
this year, and I look forward to seeing delegates actively participating in
the conference to create a better world for future generations. See you at
HIMUN V! 

Under Secretary-General of Administration: Jaida Dean

Deputy Secretary-General: Tyler Edwards



Student Officers
Security Council

My name is Eric Gulotty, a senior from Asia American International
Academy, and it is my honor to be serving as your president for
this year’s Security Council. I began my MUN career in middle
school as a delegate, and have since then slowly grown to enjoy
nearly all aspects of the MUN experience. HIMUN IV will be my
17th conference and my seventh time chairing. I enjoy MUN for
multiple reasons, from the intense yet diplomatic debate-style; to
the creative or even outlandish solutions proposed by delegates;
to the experience of meeting new people and making new
friends. I believe that MUN has a little something for everyone, and
I am always learning or experiencing new things at every
conference I attend. Aside from MUN, I enjoy playing basketball,
gaming, and catching up on sleep. I hope this conference will
provide you all with a meaningful and fun experience, regardless
of how long you have participated in MUN, and I look forward to
meeting all of you in March!

I’m Sophia Zuo, a current sophomore at the International Bilingual School in
Hsinchu Science Park, and I’m honored to be your main chair this HIMUN! I
started my MUN journey in seventh grade by being a wandering admin, feet
bruised and body exhausted by the end, but I had a newfound and deeper
interest in the club and sphere that has led me to the place I am today.
Personally, MUN has been an outlet for expressing my own ideas, but with
the needed barriers of feasibility, country relations, and practicality that are
pertinent to the world agenda today. By taking on and adhering to a
country's stance, you find yourself immersed in a situation where you are
forced to think of outside of the box solutions while sticking to your personal
goals. It’s also a way I found my own voice in public speaking, and I hope
that can happen to you as well. With HIMUN being about my 13th
conference, I’m looking forward to being in a special committee and will put
my all in to help facilitate and urge delegates to warm up to the committee.
Other than that, I enjoy reading, writing, looking at frog memes, and
watching stupid tiktoks, and am also part of some fandoms so please feel
free to discuss with me about anything! The Security Council is a very
demanding committee, with delegates expected to remain constantly
active and on stance, so I hope delegates do their best in debate and
lobbying! Lastly, delegates, don’t forget to put your all into country research
and stay active in debate to really get the most out of HIMUN V!

 
 

Deputy President - Sophia Zuo

President - Eric Gulotty Jr.



Human Rights Council 

Hello delegates! My name is Karen Tsung, a junior at
IBSH, and I will be serving as your president for HRC. I
joined MUN in seventh grade as a way to improve my
knowledge on public affairs and social atmosphere,
not knowing that I would be educated on
controversial stances that require critical thinking
and negotiating abilities. Looking back, MUN over the
past four years has taught me a wide repertoire,
including writing, leadership, and critical thinking
assets. What MUN teaches indirectly through
experience is persistence and a headstrong mindset
while preserving country stances, as well as learning
how to organizedly form resolutions with other
delegates. Overall, I hope this conference serves as a
chance for you to improve your perception and
knowledge on global issues! Please don't hesitate to
ask Kyra or I if you have any questions or concerns!

Hello delegates! My name is Kyra Dean. I am a freshman in
Hsinchu International School and will be serving as your deputy
president in the Human Rights Council for this year’s HIMUN V
conference. I have been participating in MUN since the seventh
grade and HIMUN V will be my 7th conference. In my free time,
I enjoy listening to music and binge watching Netflix shows.
One of my greatest accomplishments is memorizing the rap
lyrics to every single Nicki Minaj song. If being a
businesswoman doesn’t work out for me, becoming tik tok
famous is always an option. I am very adamant about my voice
being heard (even if it means having my tik tok moves being
shown to gen z). I make sure that my mind is spoken and that I
am able to have a platform to engage my opinions and the
discussion for solutions. In the first step to solving issues, it is
vital to be aware of the background of issues. This is what MUN
is about and I feel MUN is a way for people at such a young age,
like us, to contribute their voices to society. That being said, if
anyone is looking for a partner to make tik toks with, I’m your
girl. 

President - Karen Tsung 

Deputy President - Kyra Dean 



Greetings, delegates! I am Anderson Liew, a sophomore at International
Bilingual School at Hsinchu Science Park. It is my utmost honor to be serving
as your president at this year's conference. Ever since I've joined MUN during
eighth grade, the activity taught me from the most basic skills of public
speaking to interacting with people of different schools and backgrounds.
Not only do I acknowledge that debating is a great way to familiarize
yourself with current events, but it's also a great way to make new friends.
This year's HIMUN will be my second time chairing, and my 12th conference.
Having attended many prestigious conferences such as THIMUN Singapore, I
am excited to showcase my gained experiences with you all throughout the
conference. For this conference, I will be the expert chair for topic (302). The
Question of Combating the Spread of Misinformation Regarding Public
Health. During my free time, I like to play soccer, watch movies, and listen to
pop music. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns
about the topic regarding research! With that being said, I look forward to
seeing you all soon!

Greetings, delegates! My name is Kelly Loo, and I am a senior
from Hsinchu American School and I am more than honored to
serve as your co-chair in WHO alongside Anderson Liew. I have
attended eight conferences, and this is the first conference that
I would be chairing! Attending my first conference in 9th grade,
I was fascinated by the energy in the room: delegates bustling
about and working together. I believe that MUN is the best way
to have a deeper understanding of global issues meeting new
people. Although MUN has strict rules to follow, there were
many unforgettable experiences that came with it. I hope
delegates are able to participate to fully enhance everyone’s
HIMUN experience as well as gain a deeper insight into the
world we are living in: things that we don’t see. Aside from
MUN, I like to read books, watch Netflix and the 49ers, and play
basketball with my friends. This year, I will be focusing on the
Question of Socio-Economic Effects of Global Pandemics. Don’t
hesitate to ask any questions, and see y’all in March!

Deputy President - Kelly Loo

World Health Organization

President - Anderson Liew



Hello, Delegates!
My name is Emily Su, a senior at Hsinchu International School, and
it is my utmost pleasure to be serving as your head chair for
general assembly 1 at HIMUN V. I began my MUN journey four years
ago in my freshmen of high school. Walking into my first ever MUN
conference, I found myself astonished by the MUNers--passionately
making speeches and raising POIs to resolve sensitive worldwide
issues. Since then, I have attended approximately 10 conferences.
MUN has enriched my understanding on international relations,
enhanced my public speaking skills, and inspired me in becoming
an active global citizen. Through MUN, I realized just how
important our voices as teenagers could be in changing this world
full of suffering into a place full of overcoming. Aside from MUN, I
enjoy listening to music, binge-watching television series, and
catching up on sleep. As your chair for GA1, I hope to make your
HIMUN V experience as memorable as the past HIMUN
conferences have been for me. Feel free to approach me if you
have any questions or concerns!

Hi delegates! I’m Brendon Chen, a freshman at Taipei
American school (TAS), and it is to my honor serving as
your co-chair for GA1 in HIMUN V. This will be my 9th
conference, and my 2nd time chairing. I started my MUN-
journey in 7th grade, and it significantly changed my life; I
became more confident, more disciplined, and made a lot
more friends. With every conference, I learned something
new, and I’m excited to learn something unique through
you guys! Similarly, I guarantee that you will all take away
something important through this experience, no matter if
this is your first MUN conference or your 20th. A bit more
about myself, I like to hangout with friends, do sports,
watch Netflix, manage my fantasy basketball team, and
I’m currently on the Taiwanese national chess team. Once
again, feel free to ask me any questions, and I look forward
to seeing you all in March. :)

President - Emily Su

General Assembly 1

Deputy President - Brendon Chen



With numerous attempts at denuclearization and diplomatic
dialogue, the international community still finds themselves at odds
with the situation in Iran. A state that has been plagued by political
unrest and suppression, there are a few major issues surrounding
Iran. The front runner for such is the decades long controversy of Iran
as a nuclear power, in which there have been numerous attempts to
cooperate and denuclearize, but due to claims from all sides that
neither have adhered to the stipulations, each have fallen flat in
time. At the very heart of this conflict is the fact that countries are
desperate to maintain nuclear stability and peace, and Iran’s lack of
commitment to any major agreement is one that is threatening to
other states. Tensions

Topic Introduction

The Situation in Iran 
Sophia Zuo, Deputy President 

Security Council  

(101) 

between Iran and the
United States have always
been shaky, and the
animosity between both
states has led to severe
escalation of conflict,
notably seen through the
assassination of Qasem 



al disagreement on most things, nuclear development included. In
order to solve Iran’s lack of complacency, the U.S. is a key actor that
must bargain with Iran in order for them to accept any deal at all.
Besides the nuclear dilemma, Iran has also allegations of extreme
human rights violations-- with things including censorship of media,
sexist legislations, and crackdown on protests against the
government. Allegations of Iran supporting a terrorist group named
Hamas were confirmed by several nations, and have led to critique
and disapproval by many. All of these issues have proved their
urgency and need for the Security Council to address and bring out
much needed dialogue on these issues. 

causing such     
Soleimani on January 3rd,
2020 and the crippling
sanctions imposed on
Iran.History between the
two go deep into their
roots, with the clashing
governments and ideals of
the countries a fundament-



The Question Regarding Sanctions
between Cuba and the United States 
Eric Gulotty Junior, President 

The United States embargo against
Cuba is the longest standing
unilateral economic sanction of
any kind on the planet today. Put
in place as an anti-communist
defensive measure against the
island in the 1960s, the embargo
has remained in place in various

Topic Introduction
Security Council  

(102) 

forms throughout the decades. The embargo’s form today is the result of
years of political strife between the democratic United States and the
socialist state of Cuba. Events such as the Bay of Pigs invasion and the
Cuban Missile Crisis further solidified the embargo’s place in US politics
and made it even more difficult to remove. 

This issue began with the socialist revolution in Cuba, headed by Fidel
Castro, his brother, Raul, and the famous revolutionary Che Guevara. With
the revolution came the ousting of the US-backed president Fulgencio
Batista, and the installment of a new communist regime headed by Castro
himself. This presented a threat to the United States, whose ongoing Cold
War with the Soviet Union meant that the newly socialist island of Cuba
could pose as a launching pad for potential Soviet attacks. The
nationalization of all US assets and companies on the island aggravated
tensions and resulted in the first embargo, as the US began slowly cutting
ties with Cuba. Cuba, being alienated by a power it previously was
completely reliant on, naturally turned towards the more supportive and
ideologically-similar USSR.



Once the US sensed the enormity of the threat that Cuba could
potentially pose, a plan to invade the nation would be devised. This
plan, known as the Bay of Pigs invasion, would ultimately fail
spectacularly and be the final straw in US-Cuba relations at the time.
The small invasion force of fifteen-hundred CIA-trained Cuban exiles
proved no match for Castro’s army and the hundreds of thousands of
militia members on the island. Fighting lasted three days, after which
the final stronghold of the invasion force was captured. This failed
invasion not only worsened the US relationship with Cuba, but also
emboldened the USSR to further expand its reach into the island.
 The peak of US-Cuba tension was the Cuban Missile Crisis, a period of
13 days where the United States and Soviet Union were at a standoff
over the placement of nuclear weapon launching facilities on the island
of Cuba. Ultimately, talks would reach a conclusion and the threat
would be resolved. However, the United States further increased its
attempts to isolate Cuba from the global economy during this period,
going to the point of placing a full blockade on the island.

In the modern day, the embargo is seen by many in the international
community as an outdated and ineffective piece of legislation, one that
has punished the Cuban people, who it is supposed to assist with its
goals to further democratize Cuba and remove the Castros from office, 
instead of helping them increase
their standards of living. Currently,
the embargo is held in place by a
law known as the Helms-Burton
Act, which states sanctions against
Cuba can only be removed if Fidel
and Raul Castro no longer hold
office and if Cuba increases the
democratization of its government.



The Yemen Crisis has long been seen as an international issue—amid
the current COVID-19 pandemic—that puts into perspective the
urgency for humanitarian aid and resolution of the issue. Called the
world’s worst humanitarian crisis, over twenty million civilians are
suffering from cases of hunger, malnutrition, food insecurity,
displacement, and coronavirus. Despite the unification of Yemen in
1990, there has been continuous anti-government resistance by the
Houthi insurgency. The issue escalated in 2010, where many pro-
democracy uprisings and issues such as corruption, unemployment,
and food insecurity ultimately led to the former President Ali
Sabdullah Saleh resigning and transferring power to the current
President Abradduh Mansour Hadi to ameliorate these conditions.
However, social unrest did not cease once Hadi was in office, and
these continuous issues led to the Houthis taking control of
important cities. Civil war started when the rebels took over Sanaa—
the capital of Yemen. Hadi was forced to leave the country and fled  
into Saudi Arabia in March 2015. The
Saudi-led intervention came in 2015,
demolishing cities, stating their goal
was to push the Houthis out and
support the Yemeni government.
The conflict occurs to this day, with
the Houthis stating that they do not
agree with Hadi’s administration 

The Situation in Yemen
Karen Tsung, President 

Topic Introduction
Human Rights Council  

(201) 



and have installed their own form of government. With other
countries internationally weighing on this issue, this so-called civil
war has now become known as a “proxy war” fought mainly
between Iran, which backs the Houthis, and Saudi Arabia, aiming
for influence in the Middle East region. Given this lengthy issue,
various accounts of human rights violations have been
documented. Arbitrary arrests, torture, enforced disappearance,
freedom of the press, unlawful airstrikes, and indiscriminate
artillery attacks have been perpetrated by both sides of the
conflict. Economic blockades, restrictions on imports, and attacks
on farmlands have also been a prevalent issue in the region.
Ceasefires by the United Nations have started since April 2020,
including Houthi Peace Talks and the Stockholm Agreement.
However, both sides refuse to cede power and are unwilling to stop
attacks in the region. Ultimately, solutions in the short term should
be focused on providing humanitarian aid, but problems occur
when there are restrictions and risks given the pandemic. Long
term solutions focus on providing peace and stability back in the
region, though this cannot be accomplished without extensive
monitoring and truthful agreements between all sides of the
conflict.



As advancements in the
digital age continue to
progress, it is imperative
that people’s privacy rights
are secured. Information
and communication
privacy, especially in the
digital age, has been
deprioritized in favor of
other goals. According to 

Measures to Ensure the Right to Privacy
in the Digital Age
Kyra Dean, Deputy President

Topic Introduction
Human Rights Council  

(202) 

the Data Protection and Privacy Legislation, 66% of nations have
legislation for data privacy, 10% of countries have drafted
legislation, 19% have no legislation, and 5% have no data collection.
Ensuring privacy rights entails individuals' ability to behave, think,
speak, and express ideas without the surveillance of someone else.
Individuals exercise their freedom of expression by attending
political rallies and choosing to hide their identities online by using
pseudonyms. Fabricating trust in the online environment is critical,
and there has been a decline in trust concerning transactions with
both private actors and government. 



Governments claim to be using information collected on
citizens for the sole purposes of detecting threats such as
terrorism, crime, child pornography, tax evasion, and fraud.
However, ever since National Security Agency (NSA) ex-
contractor Edward Snowden released news of the NSA
surveillance programs, it has now illuminated the importance of
user data free from government agencies' interference and
monitoring. Whether it is protection from data being
intercepted secretly or information collected solely for
government benefits, to ensure privacy in the digital age, a
solution must be proposed that does not infringe upon
individual rights. 



The Question of Socio-Economic Effects of Global Pandemics is a
vast topic to cover. This begins with every country experiencing the
effect of pandemics differently, due to the virus’ nature. For
instance, South Korea was severely affected by the Middle Eastern
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), but so not much during the Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). Our world is no stranger to
pandemics, as seen with the Black Plague and the Spanish Flu.
However, countries still suffer great socioeconomic effects in
response to these viruses. Lockdown will be imposed to limit the
spread of the virus as human to human interactions are cut down. 

The Question of Socio-Economic Effects
of Global Pandemics
Kelly Loo, Deputy President

Topic Introduction
World Health Organizationn

(301) 

However, this means
that businesses will
see a decline in profits
or even deficits. This
would thus force
businesses to lay off
workers, increasing
the unemployment
rate. People who work
in manual labour
would be hit the 



hardest during lockdowns as they are unable to work from home.
Globally, nations experience the financial difficulties of limitations of
trade and tourism as pandemics halt economic growth. Socially, since
the movement of people have been restricted, it restricts victims of
domestic and child abuse from escaping and looking for aid.
Furthermore, the elderly and people with disabilities require constant
aid and thus are unable to socially isolate themselves.
The socio-economic issues seen during pandemics already persisted
prior, however are amplified when pandemics hit, showing the
persisting issues that must be addressed. It is vital to see this issue not
only from the perspective of COVID-19, but from all modern pandemics.
COVID-19 is the deadliest out of all, and serves as a wake up call for
legislations to take action.



The Question of Combating the Spread of
Misinformation Regarding Public Health
Anderson Liew, President 

Topic Introduction
World Health Organization

(302) 

The World Health Organization has long been a long-respected
committee branching off of the United Nations. Since April 7, 1948,
the organization has been solving world health issues with member
states. By bringing together every nation of the world, and guiding
them through decisions suggested by professionals, this 
organization is one of the most
prominent to be founded. Nowadays in
regards to public health, epidemics and
diseases alike are the main concerns of
humanity. Epidemics such as SARS and
the Coronavirus pose a threat to the
well-being of the world. Following this
disquiet, problems such as the socio-
 economic effects caused as a result and the prevailing
consequences that misinformation led to, are a part of the WHO’s
responsibility. The trepidation of the near-future needs to be
handled with heed, as turmoil is the least the world would want in
a time of uncertainty. Whilst these outbreaks may come and go, the
socio-economic effects will have a lasting impact on society. On the
other hand, in the context of preventing misinformation,
organizations, and nations altogether, should work towards
censoring uncited false information. If disinformation is left
unattended, it will likely put the public at risk because of false
knowledge. 



Solutions such as these can be recently seen to be executed by
countries more active in foreign affairs. By bringing these issues
to the attention of member states, the world can strive for a
safer environment for all.  
(302) The question of combating the spread of misinformation
regarding public health. The issue of misinformation has always
been a prevalent and significant problem. In history, there are
evident instances such as the Salem Witch Trials and religious
rituals. This disinformation was all built upon the spread of
popular thoughts of false information. In our era, the 21st
century, false information is mostly spread throughout social
media and the internet. The ability to connect with people all
around the world in a matter of seconds allows information and
knowledge to spread like never before. Elements like
government transparency and political corruption all play
important factors regarding this subject. The world could save
lives if this ongoing problem was prevented. Measures that were
already taken include the United Nations #Don’tGoViral online
initiative, the founding of Stop Funding Fake news, and also UN
Secretary-General António Guterres’ The Pause Campaign.
Although there weren’t many attempted solutions, the
execution of these plans showed notable results. From these
outcomes, it can be inferred that nations and organizations
should use other methods to tackle the issue. The most
prominent being aligning every member state’s health report
with the World Health Organization. By doing so, leaves
decisions to professionals in the medical field and minimizes
the risk of unpredicted consequences. Since misinformation
puts humanity’s health and safety in a vulnerable position,
members of the UN should work together to diminish the
problem. 



Establishment of a Nuclear Weapon Free
Zone in the Region of the Middle East
Brendon Chen, Co-Chair 

The Middle East is trapped in a quagmire of complex civil conflicts
that involve private military groups, terrorist factions, and powerful
proxy nations, made more serious since the introduction of nuclear
arms in the region (Israel, Turkey, Iran, etc.) in the 1960s. In the
midst of long-term crises such as the Arab-Israeli conflict and new
issues such as the evolving Iran nuclear deal (JCPOA) situation, it
has become clear that without international intervention and
facilitated holistic conversation, war will ensue with the threat of
nuclear attacks. Despite the danger and the complexity of multiple
conflicts with interconnected political interests of the players, it
still remains unclear how many Middle Eastern countries currently
possess nuclear arms, and how many more have under
development, with or without the help of sponsor nations, nuclear
programs. There has long been a call for change, however, as the
situation worsens with each country scrambling to develop nuclear
arms in the modern arms race to reach a state of mutually-assured
destruction (MAD). For example, the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
was ratified in 1968, with 191 countries as signatories. More
importantly, many Arab nations (which do not have nuclear
weapons) have been showing much support in establishing a
conclusive Middle East Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (MENWFZ), a 
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stated region that either does not possess nuclear weapons or
displays a clear aim for denuclearization agreed by a treaty. Much of
the international community has applauded the Arab nations’ efforts
to maintain peace in the region. With such a multifaceted issue inter-

playing with culture, politics, and
history, delegates must tackle
the age-old problem with
creativity and mindfulness.
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From household detergents to industrial chemicals, hazardous
materials--any substance or material that could pose a risk to the
safety or health of the public, property, or the environment--are
vastly used across all sectors, making them essential to everyday
life. For the past decade, the unprecedented rise in demand for
hazardous materials (HAZMATs) worldwide has led to a notable
increase in HAZMAT-related incidents, including chemical spills
and industrial site explosions, that could occur during its storage,
production, or transportation stage. HAZMAT emergencies could be
complex due to their varying chemical properties, which can be
tricky in drafting regulatory measures as each HAZMAT requires a
unique safety protocol. With thousands of annually recorded
incidents involving its release into the environment, HAZMATs do
not only pose an imminent threat towards the wellbeing of the
people and environment but also result in a substantial economic
loss that follows with the large-scale cleanup projects and
infrastructure repairments required. In response to the risks
associated with handling hazardous materials, many governmental
and non-governmental organizations have developed
recommended guidelines in the hope to minimize possible
casualties and environmental damage associated with HAZMATs. 

 



Due to its non-compulsory nature, however, many nations,
especially the less economically developed countries (LEDCs),
have yet adopted or structured relevant regulations in protecting
their peoples, environment, and property against the dangers of
HAZMATs. In the case of LEDCs, the main reason behind the lack
of progress towards regulating HAZMATs is its fragmented
responsibilities. As most LEDCs’ economies heavily rely on the
secondary sector (most heavily dependent on HAZMATs), several
national governments express concern over decoupling economic
growth from negative impacts if stricter, or even any, HAZMAT l
laws were enforced;
thus, they refrain from
taking further steps in
HAZMAT maintenance
as economic downturns
may be brought along.
Besides, with the cost-
effective research and
analysis required for
HAZMAT regulations,  

most LEDCs do not have the adequate financial resources to
develop such guidelines. This disparity between HAZMAT laws
around the world--mostly between that of LEDCs and MEDCs,
having comparably more comprehensive HAZMAT laws that are
complex to abide by--then encourages corporations to move their
manufacturing sites to LEDCs and waste dump in LEDCs, adding on
to the current pollution crisis.
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